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Message from the President
by

LCDR Corey Littel

LCDR Corey “Stuart” Littel
FAILSAFE/MIST/ALSS FST Team Lead

Human Systems
NAWCAD 4.6.7.4.1
corey.littel@navy.mil
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In our last edition, we discussed the
current vision and direction for the SUSNAP
journal which in-turn inspired some excep-
tional dialogue concerning SUSNAP mem-
bership benefits and charitable concepts
that we, as an organization, should be
considering.  The following are suggestions
submitted by the membership that we all
need to review and provide recommenda-
tions to the SUSNAP governing board for
final consideration and action.

1)  Augmentation of the Physiologist –
of-the-Year Award citation and certificate
with a plaque or something along those
lines, provided by SUSNAP.  This would be
a nice addition to the award but due to the
selection process, may be something that
would be sent a short time after the banquet
due to the time required to personalize the
award.  Both the cost and type/style of
award are still open for discussion.  Another
item for debate is if the award winner is not
an active SUSNAP member (unthinkable?),
does the organization still contribute to the
award?  If accepted, a decision should be
made no later than January 31st to support
the upcoming FAILSAFE conference and
associated awards banquet.

2) SUSNAP Membership Benefits – A
few recommended additions to the current
benefits have been proposed.  The first
entails providing all Lifetime members a CD
compellation of all past SUSNAP Journals.
In addition, at the end of each year, all
Lifetime members would receive a CD copy
of the journals.  An excellent added benefit
to try and entice current members to be-
come Lifetime members.  The next sug-
gested change to the current benefits
would be to add a SUSNAP membership

 pin and coin to the $10 membership fee.
The first set would be included with your
initial registration and subsequent pins and
coins could be purchased from the society
Treasurer for a nominal cost.  All current
members would receive the pins and coins
as they renew their membership dues.  The
membership would be allowed to submit
recommendations for design considerations
for both the pin and coin and each could
also be sold as a fundraising item at
FAILSAFE, ASMA and other related meet-
ings/conferences.

3) SUSNAP Scholarship Fund – A
proposal for a SUSNAP Scholarship has
been submitted with several factors yet to
be considered.  Discussion items like
scholarship amount, application review
board staffing, as well as eligibility clarifica-
tion and criteria still need to be vetted
throughout the membership.  Potential
recipients could be active duty enlisted
staff, siblings and/or spouses of current
members, or possibly current members
who are seeking an additional off-duty
degree who are not as fortunate as those
currently benefiting from the DUINS pro-
gram like our current Editor.

I would like to take this time to thank
all of our members who took the time to
submit the above suggestions to help move
our organization forward and potentially
expand our benefits outside our current
membership.
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Promotion Performance &
Opportunities

by
CAPT Keith Syring
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CAPT CDR LCDR
HCA: 65.8% N = 129/196 HCA: 71.2% N = 260/365           HCA: 75.3% N = 442/587
HCS: 53.2% N =  82/154            HCS: 65.7% N = 167/254           HCS: 76.1% N = 268/352
CCS: 52.5% N =  63/120            CCS: 70.0% N = 147/210           CCS: 68.0% N = 338/498
NAP: 60.0% NAP: 76.2%                                    NAP: 86.8%
N = 12/20 (2 above zone selects)        N = 32/42 (4 above zone selects)          N = 46/53 (4 above zone selects)
10 Year MSC Average    58%                10 Year MSC Average 69% 10 Year MSC Average 73%
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We have come to the end of another
promotion cycle.  Congratulations to the 15
Aerospace/Operational Physiologists se-
lected for promotion for FY 08: CAPT(s)
Andrews, CDR(s) Prevost, CDR(s) Leland,
CDR(s) Vitatoe, CDR(s) McAllister, CDR(s)
Jay, LCDR Peterson, LCDR Lando,
LCDR(s) Ormonde, LCDR(s) Sather,
LCDR(s) Schoonover, LCDR(s)  Repass,
LT(s) Baca, LT(s) Rathke, and LT(s)
Griswold.  It is still too early for the official
word to hit the streets on the FY 09 promo-
tion zones, expect the message late next
month.  However, the unofficial word is to
expect the promotion zones to be very
similar to last year’s:  Captains will have a
60% promotion opportunity with approxi-
mately 50 individuals in the zone; Com-
manders will have a 70% opportunity with
approximately 80 individuals in zone; and

Table 1

Lieutenant Commanders will have an
80%opportunity with approximately 170 in
zone.

So how have we been doing the past
few years?  Pretty good to be truthful.  The
following statistics have been provided by
the BUMED manpower shop (NMMPT&E in
Bethesda). (see Table 1)  I have taken the
liberty of adding the physiology numbers to
the chart to give you perspective of our
program’s track record.

Since it is hard to see trends with
such small numbers the following include
the results of the past 10 years for each of
the large MSC categories:  Health Care
Administrators (HCA), Health Care Sciences
(HCS), and Clinical Care Sciences (CCS).
The data includes above and below zone
selections. (see Table 2)

   FY 06
Selects Opportunity Aerospace/Operational Physiology

CAPT    35      58% 2/3 67%
CDR    44      70% 0/0 ——
LCDR    53      70% 5/6 83%

   FY 07
Selects Opportunity Aerospace/Operational Physiology

CAPT    18      56% 0/0 ——
CDR    68      66% 6/8 75%
LCDR    133      67% 8/11 73%

   FY 08
Selects Opportunity Aerospace/Operational Physiology

CAPT    29      60% 1/1 100%
CDR    57      70% 4/6 67% (plus 1 above zone)
LCDR    137      80% 4/5 80% (plus 2 above zone)

Table 2
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CAPT Keith Syring, MSC USN
Aerospace Phyisology Program

Manager & Specialty Leader
DSN: 762-3465

keith.syring@med.navy.mil

Aerospace/Operational Physiology
Program - A Force Enabler

Our Mission:  Assist our Warriors in
winning the fight, Prevent Losses due to
hostilities & mishaps, Ensure Survival of

hostilities & mishaps

As you can see the news is good.
Aerospace/Operational Physiologists are at
or above the targeted numbers mentioned in
the first paragraph.  In comparison to other
MSwe are doing much better through Com-
mander!

Beyond what you are doing every day
for your commands, there are a few admin-
istrative things you need to do to increase
the quality of your record and set yourself
up for being a select at the next promotion
board.

- Go on line and review your Officer Data
Card, Performance Summary Record and
Officer Summary Record (use the BUPERS
On line tab reached from the Naval Person-
nel Command web site).

- Next you should order a copy of your
personnel file on CD.  This also can be
done via BUPERS On line.

- Get your picture taken and submitted to
PERS.

- Remember it can take up 2-3 months to
get your record updated, even longer if you
need to track down a former CO for a copy
of a missing Fitness Report.

In the near future, I will send out a
copy of the record management gouge
sheet created by CDR Schoeler.  In addi-
tion, at FAILSAFE this year we are offering
an information session on Fitness Report
writing from a couple of our officers that
learned the hard way the importance of
taking ownership of Block 41 of your Fitness
Reports.  I look forward to seeing everyone
at FAILSAFE this winter – especially at the
above briefing.  Bring plenty of questions.
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Selection Board
Information

by
LCDR Debra Yniguez

This month I had the opportunity to
sit as a recorder for the FY-08 Medical
Service Corps In-Service Procurement
Program Selection Board.  It is an Adminis-
trative Board vice a Statutory Board and I
wanted to pass on some information to the
rest of the Aerospace Physiology Commu-
nity.

The MSC IPP provides a path for
qualified and career motivated active duty
enlisted personnel to obtain a commission
as a Medical Service Corps Officer in Health
Care Administration, Environmental Health,
Industrial Hygiene, Entomology, Pharmacy,
Physician  Assistant, Radiation Health or
Aerospace Physiology.

This program is open to active duty
enlisted sailors, Marines, Navy Full-Time
Support (FTS), and Active Duty Navy Re-
serve in any rating or military occupational
specialty in pay grades E-5 through E-9 at
the time of application.   Reservists in the
Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) or serving
on Active Duty for Special Work (ADSW),
Active Duty for Training (ADT) or one to
three year recalls, or Active Reserve Ma-
rines are not eligible for this program.

The application procedures and
education requirements for selection were
provided in OPNAVINST 1420.1A (Chapters
1, 2, and 6).  A subsequent MARADMIN
outlined conditional release procedures for
Active Duty Marines who are selected to
participate in the program.

Applicants turning 42 years of age by
the time of initial appointment and commis-
sioning were not eligible. No age waivers
were granted.  No age waivers were
granted.

College Board (SAT or ACT) exam
scores were required for all applicants
requesting to complete a Bachelors Degree
using military funding; the minimum accept-
able SAT score was 1000 (minimum math
460).  The minimum ACT score was 42.
GRE or GMAT scores were required for all
other non-masters degree prepared appli-
cants (excluding Pharmacy), with a required
GRE score of 900 or a GMAT of 500.  Test
score waivers were not granted.  Pharmacy
applicants had to submit their PCAT scores,
and their official transcripts of all schools
attended to determine academic eligibility by
the degree-granting institution.

Interestingly, if the applicant did not
follow exactly what the "Precept" mandated,
the applicant's package was no longer
eligible to be screened by the Selection
Board.  This was somewhat unfortunate as
missing only one item resulted in an ineli-
gible package and hours of hard work pre-
paring the package were wasted.

If you are ever in the position to
assist an individual with submitting a pack-
age, by far the most important aspect is a
complete package which would include:

a) Minimum test scores
b) Minimum education (documented)
c) Evaluation sheets
d) C.O.’s Endorsement Letter
e) Letters of Recommendation

As long as the applicant had these
items in order and followed the mandated
precept, the package was considered com-
plete.   Remember nothing can go into the
package without the member’s knowledge.
One last thought, as Medical Service Corps
officers, keep in mind that the individual you
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LCDR Debra Yniguez
Director of Resources

Naval Survival Training Institute
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are evaluating may be applying for a Medi-
cal Service Corps commission one day and
your write up and evaluation of the indi-
vidual will count during the selection pro-
cess.

Always remember to reward your
enlisted with the necessary Naval Achieve-
ment Medal or Naval Commendation Medal
when warranted.  These awards speak
volumes and are noticed when applying for
a commission.  Don’t forget: PRESENTA-
TION, PRESENTATION, PRESENTATION!!
When an individual takes the time to submit
a well organized, complete package, the
Board recognizes that the individual is
conscientious and  motivated in becoming a
Naval Officer!
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As a brief history, the U.S. Navy Refrac-
tive Surgery Program was launched in 1996
when Navy ophthalmologist Steve Schallhorn,
M.D. opened the Navy Refractive Surgery
Center (NRSC) San Diego. It was the first
military-based program of its kind in the world,
and it quickly became and continues to be a
premier center of excellence offering the latest
techniques for corneal and intraocular refractive
surgery. It is also considered a model of clinical
efficiency, with its technicians, optometrists, and
surgeons working hand-in-hand and each
practicing at their highest level of training. One
reason for the program’s success is that Dr
Schallhorn insisted from the beginning that all
decisions be founded upon solid research data.
NRSC San Diego is, therefore, divided into
surgical, clinical, and research branches.  Since
its inception, NRSC San Diego has conducted
more than 45 studies, including 14 FDA proto-
cols, in its pursuit of maximizing Warfighter
visual performance, mission effectiveness, and
safety. A short list of studies includes:
1.  Effect of altitude and hypoxia on visual
performance after corneal refractive surgery
(CRS)
2.  Night vision goggle (conventional/panoramic)
performance after CRS
3.  Structural integrity of the cornea to windblast
after LASIK
4.  Effect of implantable toric phakic ICLs on
visual performance

THE USN REFRACTIVE SURGERY PROGRAM
LASIK IS COMING TO NAVAL AVIATION

by
Donna Murdoch, Ph.D., LCDR Tyson Brunstetter, MSC (AsO), USN

CDR David Tanzer, MC (FS), USN

5.  Dose response curve for Mitomycin-C in
preventing haze after PRK for high myopia
6.   Comparative studies: bandage contact
lenses; keratomes (mech vs femtosec); excimer
lasers; wavefront-guided PRK vs. wavefront-
guided IntraLase LASIK; wavefront-guided
LASIK vs. wavefront-optimized LASIK

Through years of vigilant NRSC re-
search, all USN and USMC personnel, including
Special Ops and Aviators, are now eligible for
PRK refractive surgery procedures. LASIK is
also permitted in this population with one excep-
tion; it is not waiverable for flight personnel
(Class I or II). It is a common misconception
that questions about LASIK flap stability were
the driving force behind this exclusion. In actual-
ity, results of several NRSC studies have shown
the corneal flap to be quite resilient when
confronted with unforgiving aviation conditions
(e.g., hypobaria, hypoxia, windblast, G-forces,
etc). The true rationale was based on a NRSC
study that compared conventional (Conv) PRK
to Conv-LASIK, where it was discovered that
Conv-LASIK was associated with reduced low
contrast sensitivity, increased optical aberra-
tions and night vision complaints. With maxi-
mum visual performance being absolutely
paramount to flight personnel, it was felt that
Conv-LASIK would present an unnecessary
compromise.
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The consequence of solely waivering
PRK for flight personnel is a long, mandatory
post-operative med-down time (i.e., 3 months
minimum). This in itself has been a “show-
stopper” for many, given the high deployment
tempo and/or the high price of re-qualifying
aviators after so long away from the cockpit.
Since the time of this Conv comparative study,
two key technical improvements have been
introduced within refractive surgery: wavefront-
guided (WFG) excimer ablations and the
femtosecond (IntraLase) laser used to create
the LASIK flap. This combines the best-of-the-
best technology, where a much more stable flap
is created (via the IntraLase) and the patient’s
optical aberrations are minimized with a “cus-
tomized” corneal ablation (via a wavefront-
guided excimer laser).

Recent NRSC studies have shown
WFG-PRK and WFG-IntraLase-LASIK to (1)
produce nearly identical visual performance
outcomes (although LASIK is associated with
much faster visual recoveries), (2) carry similar
levels of overall risk, and (3) yield better results
than conventional (i.e., non-wavefront-guided)
treatments. With this, BUMED now explicitly
recommends WFG corneal refractive surgery
procedures over Conv, and it has given NRSC
the green light to begin “LASIK in Naval Avia-
tion” studies. Phase I has already begun and is
meant to determine the minimum safe return-to-
flight time. Based on past data, it is expected
that the minimum med-down time after WFG-
IntraLase-LASIK will fall somewhere between 1
and 4 weeks (i.e., 2-to-9 times sooner than PRK
and with much less discomfort!).  Phase I
started in October 2007, and included only
Class II aviators and aircrewmen. Phase II of
the LASIK in Aviation study will be launched in
early 2008.  This phase will prospectively moni-
tor the safety, efficacy, quality of vision, and
subjective complaints of 300 new accession and
experienced Class I and II flight personnel. The
LASIK in Naval Aviation studies are being
sponsored entirely by Commander, Naval Air
Forces (CNAF).

Also funded by CNAF is the new NRSC
Aircraft Carrier Landing Simulator (ACLS),
which provides a method for testing visual
performance under very controlled conditions.

The ACLS presents simulated carrier landing
scenes during daylight, fog, and night condi-
tions. The subject starts an approach behind the
ship and must determine if the ball on the
Fresnel Lens Optical Landing System is high,
low or on. Additional equipment can be attached
to the ACLS, which allows simultaneous, on-the-
fly measurements of a subject’s optical aberra-
tions while they are performing the ACLS.  This
system is currently being validated and should
bring a new level of fleet relevance to NRSC
vision testing

NRSC San Diego will continue its tradi-
tion of validating new refractive surgery technol-
ogy, equipment, and techniques prior to their
implementation. As always, all of our efforts are
directed toward providing the safest, most
modern, and clinically-effective surgical proce-
dures to the Warfighter. If we can answer any
questions or concerns please do not hesitate to
contact Dr. Donna Murdoch at
(Donna.Murdoch@med.navy.mil, 619-573-
7106), LCDR Tyson Brunstetter
(Tyson.Brunstetter@med.navy.mil, 619-524-
0242) or CDR David Tanzer
(David.Tanzer@med.navy.mil, 619-524-6747).

Donna Murdoch, Ph.D.
LCDR Tyson Brunstetter, MSC

(AsO), USN
CDR David Tanzer, MC (FS), USN
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From the Field
by

LT Heath Clifford

First and foremost on behalf of HM1
Juarez and myself, I would like to thank
SUSNAP for the care package that made its
way to Al Asad.  I would also like to extend
thanks to the many of you who have also sent
packages of goodies and emails just to see how
things are going over here.  I assure you they
are welcome and greatly appreciated.

Having been in Iraq for over eight
months with MAG-29 (REIN), I know that am
well over due for my first SUSNAP article
submission.  So here it goes:  It actually feels
like yesterday that I arrived in Al Asad, met
LCDR Gayles, received a pass down, and
watched him walk out the door.  As he was
leaving the MAG HQ building with a smile on his
face, I’m sure he couldn’t help to notice the fear
and panic in my expression, one that truly
resembled a deer in headlights.   It took me a
while, but with a lot of help from the AMSO/
AMSC community and many others, it wasn’t
long before I was on my feet and running.

So how can I describe my deployment
thus far?  One of OPPORTUNITY!!!  So many
opportunities to learn and expand my knowl-
edge base on practically every Navy/Marine
Corp Air platform, as well as two different Army
and one Air Force platforms all while being able
to support squadron needs.  But more impor-
tantly, I have had the opportunity to network and
build relationships with numerous individuals,
both military and civilian contractors, and have
seen first hand the inner workings of so many
different agencies which have allow me to better
serve the squadrons and have a successful
deployment thus far.  Although I only mention a
few in this article, there are countless others
which I haven’t forgotten.

Having arrived to MAG-29 only months
prior to deployment, with no face to face turn-
over, I severely underestimated the importance
in which MALS-29 would impact my success as

following shops:  SSD, SAD, CSD, RSD, Avion-
ics and ALSS.  Whether it was helping plus up
squadrons with flight suits and boots, PRC-
112B1 360 day inspections, NVG repair, or the
special orders for LASER parts, MALS was able
to come through time after time.

No more than three days into the deploy-
ment NAVAIR and NSTI were immediately
called into action for help with the modification
and testing of the LPU-32P, passenger flotation,
which led to IRAC 36 and the vertical extension
strap.  I must give special thanks to CDR(s)
Vitatoe and her team at NAVAIR that pre-
fabricated over 1000 of these straps and
shipped them to us for immediate fleet use.
This IRAC had a direct impact in the safety of
our troops.  Since then, I have made several
inquires to most of the PMA-202 shops:  ALSS
(of course AIRSAVE/Aircrew Body Armor),
Egress Systems, Chem Bio, Night Vision,
SOASI, MCP and FAILSAFE, all of which were
more than helpful in my time of need.

I have had very little time to work on my
FMF warfare device.  However, I have become
quite familiar with the “green-side” approach to
things.  Admittedly, this has been extremely
frustrating at times, and a blessing at others.
With the introduction for the GBD-IIIC “Green
Beam Dazzler” for ground troop use, I was
introduced to the “ train the trainer” team from
MARCORSYSCOM.  This relationship continues
to grow as the thought of GBD use for airborne
operations is being tossed around.  LCDR Minx
at MARFORCOM is on my email speed dial
when it comes to requesting NASTP waivers
and extensions from squadrons.  LCDR Biles
and HMC Craig at 2D MAW continue to provide
support on current Aeromedical issues and have
led the charge in CSEL asset acquisition for all
2D MAW squadrons.  LCDR Kindling

an AMSO.  I found out quickly that they were my
life-line with the squadrons.  Today, daily trips
are the norm for me to at least one of the
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LT Heath Clifford
Aeromedical Safety Officer

Marine Aircraft Group-29 (REIN)

regularly checks-in on me and gives me the
latest updates from MAWTS on NVGs, LA-
SERS, WTI, and Desert Talon.

The International Combat Communica-
tions Group (IC2G) has been a blessing in
feeding me with CSEL knowledge.  Bobby
“Boog” Powell and Robert “Slerp” Salerno and
Boeing Rep, David Avery are true Subject
Matter Experts and can break down what looks
like an extremely complex communications
system, into simple, manageable parts that can
be easy digested and regurgitated to make
sense for maintainers and aircrew alike.  Their
working relationship with the Joint Search and
Rescue Center (JSRC) in Al Udeid, Qatar and
the 4 other CSEL workstations in theater has
lead to  individual “hands-on” training of over
200 aircrew using the CSEL radio.  MAG-29
(REIN) continues to support a weekly CSAR
exercise generated by the JSRC in Al Udeid.

No less important has been the support I
have received from each one you, SUSNAP
community.  Whether it was one of your squad-
rons that you so diligently prepared for deploy-
ment or just an ear that allowed me to vent, I
owe each of you many thanks.  When I have
needed support and asked for it, you have been
there for me time and time again.  I am proud to
say that is the strength of our Society that
allows us to rise through the ranks and standout
in the leadership roles as we do.  Last, but
certainly not least, I have also had the privilege
to work with two of the finest AMSCs our pro-
gram has to offer in HM1 Jason Vernier and
HM1 Troy Juarez.  Both of these individuals are
professionals in every sense of the word and
both have brought a wealth of knowledge and
expertise from past 8409 billets that strengthen
our AMSO/AMSC team.

I appreciate each relationship that I have
developed thus far and look forward to finishing
out the deployment with the help from each of
you.  I have been blessed with this opportunity
to represent our community during this deploy-
ment.  Any success that we have had can only
be contributed to the support that each of you
have given us.
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Anti-exposure Gear  & Cold

Water Immersion
by

LT Tim Welsh

How much protection against cold water
immersion (CWI) does the NAVAIR approved
anti-exposure gear (AEG) provide? If you
answered “it depends” then you would be
correct. It is common sense that water tempera-
ture, immersion duration, and whether or not
AEG is being worn are critical factors related to
how long an individual can survive CWI. How-
ever, there are a multitude of other factors that
determine CWI survival.

Aircrew decide whether to wear or not
wear anti-exposure gear based on information
provided by the 3710.7T and the final decision
by CO or OIC of the unit. The only type and
configuration of AEG authorized is listed in the
NAVAIR 13-1-6.7-2. When one looks into the
13-1-6.7-2 (see table 1) there are specific
configurations of underclothing that are to be
worn under the CWU-62/P (anti-exposure
coverall, a.k.a dry suit), which are based on
water temperatures. Are aircrew referencing the
13-1-6.7-2 before determining whether or not to
wear the underclothing? Furthermore, do air-
crew know how these different configurations
will affect CWI survival time combined with the
multitude of other factors that can degrade
survival time?

The purpose of this paper is to provide
the Aerospace/Operational Physiologist informa-
tion concerning the effects of various configura-

 

tions of AEG on CWI survival time, in addition to
how various environmental and physiological
factors affect CWI survival time. With this
information, we could arm a CO, OIC, or indi-
vidual aircrewman with information that would
allow them to make a more educated decision
concerning AEG. If the decision to wear AEG is
determined by a CO or OIC of a unit, what
specific configuration should be worn and what
information should be used to make an in-
formed decision? Of course the 3710.7T dic-
tates what should be worn and when, but is that
information enough?

Let’s start with a scenario. Grab your
trusty 3710.7T and lets imagine your are the
skipper (any helo or jet squadron) deciding
whether to require your aircrew to wear their
AEG. It’s a beautiful spring day and your aircrew
will be flying a day VFR 1.5 hr back in the
saddle flight. The following is known informa-
tion:

1.  The working area will be ~70 miles off the
Atlantic coast.
2.  Air temperature is 78° F on a sunny day
3.  Lowest water temperature is 51° F
4.  Wind is 10 mph gusting to 15 mph
5.  Sea state is 3 ft waves
6.  SAR is 2 Hotel (15-60 minutes until off the
deck)
7.  All aircrew are 15-18% body fat

Table 1. Excerpt from NAVAIR 13-1-6.7-2 
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Due to the outside air temperature,
consideration should be given to how the AEG
will affect an aircrewman’s hydration status.
Wearing AEG in 78° F air temperature could put
the aircrew at risk for early fatigue onset and
dehydration, especially if they are in an open
environment, such as in a helo. AEG is de-
signed to “breathe”. Once the aircrewman
begins sweating, the micro-environment within
the suit eventually can reach a specific humidity
level causing the suit to lose its ability to
“breathe”. With water saturated air trapped
around the body, the ability of evaporation to
cool is insufficient. This further increases sweat-
ing and increasing risk of dehydration. If that is
not bad enough, the dry suit can cause neck
chafing and general discomfort. The bottom line
here is that AEG can put aircrew at risk for
dehydration and it can become a distraction due
to the general discomfort.

Considering that the absolute 3710.7T
limit  requiring aircrew to wear AEG when water
temps > 50° F doesn’t exist, what is your deci-
sion as CO? If your decision was that they shall
wear their AEG, are they wearing the liner
(CWU-23/P CWU-72/P) or thermal Nomex
underwear (CWU-43/P and CWU-43/P)? What
about wool socks?  Did you require that they
wear the entire ensemble, including 2 pair of
thermal underwear? The 3710.7T states that
immersion in water temperature between 50-60°
F for as little as 2 hours can possibly result in
unconsciousness because of hypothermia. For
that reason, the 3710.7T suggests that for water
between 50-60° F (in our scenario water tem-
perature is 51° F) the “complete anti-exposure
ensemble as authorized by NAVAIR 13-1-6.7-2
is the only configuration that ensures adequate
thermal protection”. What is the “complete
ensemble”? Does this mean dry suit, liner, 2 pair
of thermal underwear and wool socks? It ap-
pears that the 3710.7T has left this open to
interpretation. Imagine flying the “complete
ensemble” in addition to the rest of the required
ALSS. You would have the freedom of move-
ment of the Tin Man after a 10-year oil em-
bargo. A crew chief in a H-60 wouldn’t even be
able to stand up let alone perform normal crew
duties.

In our scenario, your aircrew are flying on a
sunny 78° F day. If they are in an open environ-
ment and/or in an aircraft with poor ECS, these
aircrew would be on the verge of spontaneous
combustion.

Before you make your final decision,
let’s examine a CWI model developed by
NAVAIR and USARIEM.  There were 4 primary
factors that this model was based on:

1.  Water temperature
2.  Immersion time
3.  AEG configuration and type
4.  Body composition (body fat)

You may be wondering about body
composition’s role in CWI/hypothermia. You
may also be curious about how much more or
less CWI protection is provides with various
AEG configurations. As for body composition,
it’s simple. Fat provides insulation and reduces
heat loss. We will discuss AEG configuration
later in this article.

It is important to note that there other
factors that can effect CWI survival time, but
were not included in the development of the
NAVAIR/USARIEM model. These where: sea
states above 1-1.5, nutritional considerations,
high levels of energy expenditure, injuries, and
gender differences.

Let us start with high sea state, which
can significantly reduce CWI survival time. The
model was based on an individual floating in a
1-1.5 ft wave sea state. The more an individual
moves around in the water the greater amount
of heat that will be lost. In calm water a small
warm micro-climate develops immediately near
the surface of the body, however, when the
individual moves or is forced to move by the sea
state that micro-climate is disrupted. An ex-
ample of this is when you remain in one place in
a pool for a period of time and then move, the
water initially feels colder. Therefore, the higher
the sea state the quicker the loss of heat.

Nutritional status is a factor that affects
survival time. As we know, the body begins to
shiver in a cold environment in order to gener
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ate heat. Shivering requires the use of energy
by burning glucose. If an individual has low
energy stores to begin with (i.e. low glycogen)
the point at which shivering stops, termed
metabolic fatigue, occurs sooner. When meta-
bolic fatigue occurs, the chances of survival are
significantly reduced and death is imminent.

Energy expenditure associated with
physical activity may reduce time to metabolic
fatigue. What if an immersed mishap aircrew
expends high amounts of energy helping others,
struggles to get on the raft or attempts to manu-
ally inflate their LPU? All of these activities
increase energy expenditure and heat produc-
tion resulting in greater heat loss and caloric
expenditure, thereby reducing time to metabolic
fatigue.

Following an aircraft mishap there is the
possibility that injuries have occurred. Injuries
such as fractures, internal bleeding, and head
trauma, to name a few, may reduce CWI surviv-
ability. It’s nearly impossible to predict how
specific types of injuries can affect cold water
survival time, but it should at least be consid-
ered detrimental and be considered in the
decision to wear AEG.

Finally, the model is based on males
only. Data suggest that women exhibit a more
rapid drop in core body temperature compared
to men when immersed in water (Textbook of
Military Medicine: Medical Aspects of Harsh
Environments). As you can see that there are
many factors that determine CWI survivability. It
is nearly impossible to take into account all
these factors when deciding whether or not to
wear AEG. However, a more informed decision
can be made by considering factors other than
just water temperature and possible immersion
time.

With all that said, let’s reflect back to our
scenario. Perhaps in our scenario the aircraft
ditches in 51° F water and the aircrewman
egresses and the LPU inflates successfully.
How long will they survive in the specific AEG
configuration you chose? Well, unless you have
the prediction tables based on cold water im-
mersion model developed by NAVAIR you really

do not know. All you know is that if they have
the “complete anti-exposure ensemble” you are
protected for 2 hrs in water temperatures below
60°F as stated in the 3710.7T.

Did you decide that they should wear the
entire configuration or did you take into account
the heat stress, dehydration, discomfort, and
fatigue factors leading you to the decision to
only have them wear the dry suit or maybe no
AEG? Furthermore, did the aircrew really wear
the liner and long underwear or did they just
wear the dry suit? So there they are in the
chosen AEG configuration. How much time do
they really have before metabolic fatigue and/or
death? If we consider water temperature,
immersion time, body composition, and AEG
configuration, we can estimate survival time
using the tables developed by NAVAIR. We can
then compare that to how long it will take SAR
to get to the downed aircrewman. Our scenario
states that SAR is 2 hotel (between 15-60
minutes to lift off the deck) and they ditched ~70
miles from the SAR shack. We can estimate
that it will take 45-120 minutes to reach the
mishap area with additional time to locate the
downed aircrew. In this scenario, it could take a
total of 60-180 minutes just to reach the mishap
area not to mention search and rescue time.
According to Table 2 a male 15-18% body fat
wearing only the dry suit will reach metabolic
fatigue in ~105 minutes. With the higher sea
state in our scenario (3 ft waves), it may be
less. With this configuration, this aircrewman
may not make it. If that same aircrewman was
wearing the dry suit and liner they would have
195 minutes; that would give them a good
chance of survival. However, if that aircrewman
wore the dry suit and long underwear they
would have around 225 min. Apparently, the
thermal underwear provide greater protection
(+30 min) compared to the thicker liner. I found
this hard to believe so I called NAVAIR to find
out why the thermal underwear provides greater
protection compared to the liner. Apparently,
without going into the voodoo physics of fabric
engineering, the thermal underwear are woven
in such a way that it provides more protection.
The entire ensemble (dry suit, liner, and thermal
underwear) with a single pair of thermal under-
wear, provides 360 minutes or more protection.
This configuration would give them the greatest
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chance of survival, but once again heat stress
during flight must be considered. Based on the
four primary factors involved in CWI survivabil-
ity, water temperature, immersion time, body
composition, and AEG configuration we can use
the tables developed by NAVAIR and USARIEM
to estimate aircrew CWI survival times.

There is an important variable in the
model used to develop this prediction table that
has not yet been mentioned. The time listed for
metabolic fatigue to occur would be significantly
less if the aircrewman remained immerged for
the entire time. The model used to develop the
prediction table assumes at some point (~30
minutes post immersion) the immerged indi-
vidual will be able to board a raft prior to rescue.
Therefore, if an aircrewman is unable to board a
raft, the point at which metabolic fatigue occurs
could be significantly less. The model/table is by
no means perfect due to factors that were not
included such as nutrition or injury and it only
predicts for males, but it does provides a gen-
eral estimate that is more informative when
compared to the 3710.7T.

It is very important to recognize that just
wearing the thermal underwear under the dry
suit increased survival time by ~120 minutes!
This is a very significant increase and adds very
little bulk.  The liner also provides significant
more protection (+90 min) compared to the dry
suit alone. Of course wearing the entire en-
semble will provide the most protection, but this
is not always practical and sometimes it can
even be a possible flight hazard.

Even though AEG is not necessarily
required when water temperatures are above
50° F that does not always mean that dry suits

*Table 2. Predicted immersed survival time for AEG configurations. 
 

 
Body 

composition 

 
Water 

Temperature 

 
Dry suit 

 
Dry suit + 

liner 

 
Dry suit + 
thermal 

underwear 

Dry suit + 
liner + 
thermal 

underwear 
 

15-18% 
body fat 

 
51° F 

 
< 105 min 

 
<195 min 

 
<225 min 

 
>360 min 

* Predicted Water Immersion Survival Times For Anti-Exposure Ensembles: Barry S. Shender, 
PhD and Wendy Todd. NAVAIR Human Systems Department 
  

are unnecessary. If you review Table 3,(pg 15)

you can see that immersion in water 50-60° F
without AEG can result in death in as little as 1
hour.  Not only will a dry suit offer protection,
adding the liner and/or thermal underwear can
significantly increase survival time as we al-
ready discussed.

When dry suits are required or optional,
aircrew may not understand the added benefit
of each AEG configuration. For example, the dry
suit may be required, but the aircrewman only
wears the dry suit without any anti-exposure
under garments. If they decide to only wear the
dry suit they should be aware of the reduction in
CWI survivability and how the added garments
could significantly extend survivability. Further-
more, they should know that the times pre-
sented in the prediction table could be less if
they can not board a raft. Just imagine trying to
board a raft with a fully inflated LPU-36 and a
broken arm. I am not suggesting we should be
the AEG police and try to check all aircrew
before flight, but they should be made aware of
the information presented in this article. Those
of us that have aircrew that fly wearing AEG
and/or those of us who have worn AEG under-
stand the negatives of wearing it during flight,
but we should also understand how it may save
lives.

The reason I decided to submit this
article to SUSNAP is the experience I had
briefing Test Pilot School at NAS PAX River
(TPS) about cold water immersion. I was asked
by their Safety Officer to brief TPS students and
staff on CWI and AEG. TPS was concerned
about the spring time and fall time of the year
when the water was 45- 60°F and air tempera-
tures were warm. They also fly a lot of hours in.
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the T-6, which does not have a raft. During one
of my many briefs one aviator asked the follow-
ing question: if he only wore the liner and not
the dry suit, how much protection would it
provide in the cold water? This question really
opened my eyes to how little some aviators
know about their AEG and CWI

*Table 3. Cold W ater Immersion with out Anti-E xposure Ge ar 
 

W ater Temperature E xhau stion or 
Unconsc iousness 

E xpec ted S urv ival T ime 

70–80°  F 3–12 hours  3 hours –  indef init ely 

60–70°  F 2–7 hours 2–40 hours  

50–60°  F 1–2 hours 1–6 hours  

40–50°  F 30–6 0 minu tes 1–3 hours  

32.5 –40° F  15–3 0 minu tes 30–90  minu tes 

<32°  F  Under 15 minutes <  15–45 minutes  

*Unit ed State s Se arch and Rescue Task Force 
 

LT Tim Welsh
ASTC PAX River Intern

timothy.welsh@med.navy.mil

*If you would like a complete list of prediction
tables you can reference the NAVAIR research
paper and associated appendices. Predicted
Water Immersion Survival Times For Anti-
Exposure Ensembles: Barry S. Shender, PhD
and Wendy Todd, NAVAIR Human Systems
Department.
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Submitted
by

CDR David Service

A friend and colleague retired from active duty on November 16th in a traditional ceremony
at NAS Corpus Christi, Texas.  Lieutenant Commander Dwayne “Flash” Lindsey was bid farewell
after 21 years of service as a line-of-battle officer and Medical Service Corps officer in the United
States Navy.

A native of Portsmouth, Virginia, Flash was a 1987 graduate of the United States Naval
Academy.  He entered flight training in March 1988 and earned his wings of gold as a Naval Aviator
in June of 1989.  In 1990 he completed fleet replacement pilot training in one of the world’s largest
helicopters, the MH-53E “Sea Dragon” and was subsequently assigned to HM-15 in Alameda,
California.  While attached to HM-15, he deployed to the Persian Gulf in support of Operations
Desert Shield and Desert Storm. During the Gulf War, Flash flew 26 missions including 106 combat
hours providing logistical support to forward-deployed forces.  In addition to his flying duties, he
also served as the squadron Information and Personnel Security Manager, Command Fitness
Leader, Computer Security Officer Administrative Officer, and the Operations Flight Officer at HM-
15.

In January 1993 Flash accepted a transition to the Medical Service Corps and reported to
the Naval Operational Medicine Institute as a Student Naval Aerospace Physiologist.  He com-
pleted his SNAP studies in April 1993, and was designated Naval Aerospace Physiologist number
188.

From May 1993 to June 1995, then-Lieutenant Lindsey was assigned as an intern to Avia-
tion Survival Training Center Norfolk.  While assigned to the unit he completed a detachment
onboard the USS Ponce with HM-18, providing unaided night vision and sustained operations
training.  Before finishing his internship he completed yet another detachment with Helicopter
Combat Support Squadron TWO in Brunswick, Maine.

In June 1995, Flash reported to ASTC Barbers Point, Hawaii as the unit’s 17th and final
Director.  During his tour he completed the challenging realignment of the ASTC from Naval Medi-
cal Clinic Pearl Harbor to the Naval Operational Medicine Institute.  In the absence of an aeromedi-
cal officer at the Patrol Wing, Flash also served as an ad hoc AMSO conducting fatigue awareness
studies and fatigue countermeasure training for the P-3 squadrons at Barbers Point.  As if he
wasn’t busy enough, he also managed to earn his masters degree in Aeronautical Science before
the end of his tour.
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Flash’s first dedicated tour as an Aeromedical Safety Officer was from August 1998 to July
2000 when he was assigned to Marine Aircraft Group Thirteen in Yuma, Arizona.  During his tour
with the Harrier Group he helped coordinate USMC tacair input to Naval Air Systems Command for
the Joint Chem/Bio Protective Aircrew Ensemble.  He also worked the Hot Weather Boot Project
Fleet Assessment, identifying design deficiencies and providing recommendations that led to a
redesigned sole and other improvements.  As a result of that thorough assessment, many of his
recommendations were adopted into the final design of a functional hot weather boot for aircrew.

In August 2000, Lieutenant Commander Lindsey returned to Hawai’i as the AMSO for MAG-
24 in Kaneohe Bay. Using his extensive fleet experience as a Heavy pilot, he was directly respon-
sible for qualifying MAG-24’s CH-53D squadrons with advanced laser targeting systems on their
aircraft and crew-served weapons. He also furthered his work on aircrew CBR ensembles by
coordinating and participating in fleet flight evalutions.  While at MAG-24, Flash deployed as the Air
Combat Element Director of Safety and Standardization for Operation Cobra Gold in Thailand, and
Operation Foal Eagle in Korea.

In September 2004, Flash returned to the mainland for his final tour and assignment as the
AMSO for the Chief of Naval Air Training in Corpus Christi Texas.  As the CNATRA AMSO, he
provided policy guidance and training on a wide spectrum of human performance and safety
issues. In particular Flash was significantly involved in the naval aviation anthropometry program,
and had direct influence on operational and policy issues relating to anthropometry throughout the
entire training command.  In addition to these high-visibility duties, he was a long standing and
valuable member of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery’s Naval Aerospace Physiology Program
Planning Committee while at CNATRA.

Flash’s illustrious career was distinguished by several personal awards including the Navy
and Marine Corps Commendation Medal with a Gold Star, the Navy and Marine Corps Achieve-
ment Medal with two Gold Stars, and the National Defense Medal with a bronze star.  He is married
to the former Adele Renee Richardson of Yuma, Arizona.  They have a son, Kyle and three beauti-
ful daughters, Nydalynn, Darcie and Alexis.

SUSNAP wishes to thank Lieutenant Commander Lindsey for his camaraderie and dedi-
cated service as a Navy Aerospace Physiologist.  We extend our best wishes to him and his family
for continued success and good health.  Fair winds, Flash!
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Aerospace Physiology Society
Board Certification Announcement for 2008

by
CDR Thomas Wheaton

The Executive Council of the Aerospace
Medical Association (AsMA) acting upon
recommendations of the Aerospace Physiology
Certification Board grants certification in
aerospace physiology.  Board certification in
aerospace physiology was established by AsMA
to encourage the study, improve the practice
and elevate the standards of excellence in
aerospace physiology.  Formal Board
Certification provides an avenue for
professional and peer recognition in aerospace
medicine, and is a worthy goal for members to
attain.

This year’s certification examination will
be offered at the 79th annual AsMA scientific
meeting on Sunday, 11 May 2008, at the
Sheraton Hotel in downtown Boston, MA.

Board certification is for professionals
with an abiding interest and demonstrated
productivity in the field of aerospace physiology.
Applicants must possess, as a minimum, a
baccalaureate degree either in physiology, or a
closely related science.  A history of significant
contributions to aerospace physiology is also
required.  Applicants should have five years of
active professional experience in an
aeromedical field.

The five-hour exam contains questions
covering various areas relevant to aerospace
physiology including, but not limited to general
human physiology, acceleration physiology,
decompression physiology, impact, hypoxia,
vibration and noise, operational aspects, space
physiology, and spatial orientation.

Applications and letters of reference are
due to the Admissions Committee no later than
the close of business, Friday, 07 March 2008.
Applicants should contact the Admissions Chair
for an application form (available in English
only).  Applicants should also submit a suitable
portrait photograph, a short professional
biography of less than 300 words, two
professional letters of recommendation
submitted directly to the Board, and a one-time,
non refundable Application Fee of $25.   A non-
refundable $75 Examination Fee is due prior to
the exam.   Make checks payable to the
Aerospace Physiology Certification Board.
Applicants are encouraged to submit documents
to the Admissions Chair in a digital format; MS-
Word compatible for text documents, and high-
resolution JPEG for graphics/photos.

Applications for Aerospace Physiology
Board Certification are available from the
Admissions Committee Chairman:

Thomas J. Wheaton
CDR MSC USN, MS, CAsP

13529 Osprey Lane, P.O. Box 202
Dowell, MD  20629

Email: thomas.wheaton@navy.mil
Deadline for Application: 02 March 2007
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FEEDBACK, WEBSITE REVIEW, &
Community Photos

FEEDBACK
Submitted by

LT Sean McCarthy

I fully enjoyed reading LCDR Gayles
article in the previous SUSNAP, his comments
motivated me to finally put my fingers to the
keyboard for this edition.

LCDR Gayles notes our strength is in
our community’s people, intellect, and courage.
In his opening topic of discussion, operational
knowledge, he remarks that we are insightful
and innovative, we ask many questions, many
times only posed in our heads and likewise we
usually keep the answers to ourselves.  How
does this really benefit the community as a
whole? LCDR Gayles is unquestionably correct
in that we do need a forum for professional
discussion, and the Operational Brief at
FAILSAFE does not meet this need.

A panel/roundtable event led by physi-
ologists who have had an operational experi-
ence within the past year, whether it was a 12
month combat tour or a simple 6 day humanitar-
ian exercise, should occur annually.  These
physiologists should sit on the panel, present
their lessons learned and mission successes to
help us regularly polish our program, an infor-
mal inspection of sorts.  These annual discus-
sions will keep our community on the “cutting
edge” of the warfighter’s experience.

Perhaps this Operational Physiologists
meeting should be held over a 2-day period in
late August or early September (there is always
year-end money which needs to be spent) and
hosted at various bases to allow for operational
commands to see our diversity and capabilities.
For example, to elaborate on how a forum could
help I will add to LCDR Gayles’ point about the
change of the aircrew survival radio to CSEL.

Correctly Naval aviation is transitioning
from a three radio system to the CSEL however
the fact that there are still forward deployed
squadrons with PRC-90-2s is startling.  Just in
the past 2 months I have had UDP squadrons
from various Navy and USMC commands that
knew they were coming to the Pacific Rim to
exercise near non-allied nations and yet did not
question the fact that they are flying around with
PRC-90-2.  Additionally I also have, at MAG 12,
PRC-90-2s in squadrons whose mission is to
launch within minutes of a threat.

The bottom line is that the squadrons
still take their gear for granted even when
forward deployed, until aircraft start getting shot
up then people start asking about their gear.
Anyone what to bring up their favorite oversight,
does anyone want to talk about LEP?  Of
course reminding the warfighters that the “small
stuff” will save their life is one of our major
responsibilities.

Another issue, considered small stuff by
many except for the ALSS folks at the I level, is
lower oxygen hoses.  In short there are three
types for Naval TACAIR, one LOX only and two
combination LOX/OBOGS.  Why can’t we
prioritize the best type for all TACAIR, obviously
one of the LOX/OBOGS combos, and then the
maintainers would only need to understand one
type (time saver) and the acquision folks would
only have to purchase one type (money saver).
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CAGs the I level normally carries two or all three
types.  A little coordinated guidance from our
community could be a time, money, and storage
saver.  Another “small stuff” issue that has been
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around as long as the three different types of
the hoses have been available.  The forum
would be a great tool for our community to
reemphasize our united front about these “small
stuff” items with the hope of influencing the
products and the money flow.

Keeping with LCDR Gayles theme, how
about a more exciting undertaking, many of us
wargame the gear we teach, whether we use
these scenarios in our briefs or just present
them as sidebars to our squadron buddies.
Why don’t we wargame them together?
MAWTS-1 and NSTI have been using different
levels of scenario training for years, but when it
comes to a command field operational exercise,
CAX, Carrier workups, or the many OCONUS
exercises, are the commands utilizing us effec-
tively or at all?

These situations are the perfect time to
put in at least a simple egress exercise, per-
haps even a CSAR, or dare I mention an E & E.
I know historically some AMSOs have created
events like these, however many times they
become a “watered down” event when the
aircrew doesn’t have enough time to “play”, so
instead they throw the AMSC, LCpl light duty, or
even worse the AMSO into the downed aircrew
role.  This is at the most only marginally accept-
able training, yet the SAR folks may get some-
thing out of it, but it really is like dancing with a
broom because they aircrew reactions are not
present, one-armed pilots v. backboard toting
SAR swimmers come to mind.

We need to be involved in SAREX
events and they need to be regularly included in
operational exercises.  We should, dare I say
sponsor, an annual SAREX (perhaps this could
be part of that late summer operational physi-
ologist meeting mentioned above).  Dare I also
mention joint SAREX, because who is really
picking up our aircrew? Or the occasional lost
Ordnance Maintenance Company Soldiers?
(we are the survival experts and now the opera-
tional physiologists).

 does a great job providing actual case studies
of NVG events, we should also have a program
to do this for survival/rescue events.  The
warfighters could use case studies about how
the survivor utilized the gear or in some cases
how the gear was not utilized, PRC-112…cone
of silence?

Again as LCDR Gayles notes the major
strength of our community is our willingness to
adapt and flex.  The challenge is to do this
effectively; again communication within our
community is the key.  Continuing to support
each other through our mentor program helps
both the junior and senior physiologists.  It
nurtures the maverick spirit of our juniors and
buffers our seniors against the pressures of
higher authority that in the past has challenged
our “out of the box” leadership.

It is clear to all of us that today our
community is experiencing a period of great
opportunity.  As we have grown from soley R&D
60 years ago to an open ended operational
realm.  Our forbearers earned the trust and
respect we receive from the warfighters which
has given us this chance to grow.  We need to
take advantage of this while also effectively
managing our program over these next several
years to protect against out pacing our logistics.

Thanks again to LCDR Gayles for
reminding us of the future. A future made
possible by the long hours, adaptability and
flexibility of many senior active and retired
physiologists.  Our diverse backgrounds in the
field of human performance make it natural for
us to search out ways to help the warfighters.
We need to continue work as a united front to
decide on new areas to support and in turn
produce results.

As LCDR Gayles notes in his article, “I
have no doubt that this article will generate not
only discussion, but discontent as well.”

I can not see where any discontent could
come from but if it has been aroused by LCDR
Gayles article then I hope it has been turned
into discussion to be presented here or better
yet at a future operational physiology forum.

      -   LT Sean “Creature’ McCarthy
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We need to publish the lessons learned
and maintain a history of these survival events
for training. The MAWTS-1 Aeromedical team
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WEBSITE REVIEW

Once again from the Cheif Editor,
myself, I submit another website for your
consideration.  Checkout
SurveyMonkey.com as a tool to pan your
aircrew for issues at hand or if you need
quick feedback on a hot topic.

Using just your web browser,
SurveyMonkey allows you to create surveys.
There are over a dozen types of questions
(multiple choice, rating scales, drop-down
menus, and more..).  Powerful options allow
you to require answers to any question and
even randomize answer choices to eliminate
bias.

Collecting  responses is as simple as
copying and pasting a link to your survey
and emailing it to your aircrew. There is the
option to stop collection automatically when
you reach a date or response count that you
specify.

View your results as they are
collected in real-time.  Watch live graphs
and charts, and then dig down to get
individual  responses.  Securely share your
survey results with others.  Powerful filtering
allows you to display only the responses
you're interested in. Hopefully,
Surveymonkey.com will work over existing
military networks.

LCDR Jim “Bumbles”
Balcius

Full-Time Outservice Student
San Diego State University

COMMUNITY PHOTOS

MAG-29 (REIN) CSEL Support

MAG-29 (REIN) AMSC, HM1 Troy Juarez

MAG-29 (REIN) AMSC, HM1 Jason Vernier
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